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TEACHER COMMENTS FOR REPORT WRITING 
 
What is a comment bank? 
 
A good piece of narrative writing is grammatically correct, with accurate structure and creative 
use of words. The phrases, sentences and paragraphs flow and convey clear meaning to the 
reader. Good annual reports to parents must be all of these whether written by hand, with a 
word processor or by selecting phrases from teacher comments. The SIMS Comment Bank 
series is offered as a time-saving tool to assist teachers to produce high quality reports. 
 
Our extensively researched teacher comments have been developed and evolved with 
teachers and have been used in 1000s of schools. Both the DfES and OFSTED recognise the 
benefits of using software to write reports. References to the quality of reports produced from 
the SIMS comments banks can be found in many inspection reports. 
 
A comment bank exists in all our heads, over the years we have teased these out of teachers, 
particularly those that write superb reports and thus allow everyone to share and benefit. 
 
Why should I purchase the SIMS Teacher comments? 
 
There is no reason why schools cannot write their own teacher comments. However, it will 
take a considerable amount of time and commitment from teachers. Since reports must reflect 
curriculum objectives and targets it is a task that cannot be allocated to non-teaching 
personnel. All SIMS teacher comments are inline with national reporting requirements and 
report attainment and ways forward in a way that all parents can understand. 
 
What good practice will be reflected when I use the SIMS Teacher comments? 
 
Attached you will find the document Good Reporting' which may be used as a template for the 
reporting process. Only after consideration of structure should SIMS Profiles software be 
evaluated and tested and the teacher comments purchased. Remember reporting 
achievement and targeting future development must link to assessment records in 
Assessment Manager.  
 
Attached is a brief example of part of a comment bank to show how a report can be built. 
 
Example report and Comment Bank 
 
Our selected comments are: 
 

A1, B2, C1, D1, E1, E3, G1, G3, I1, J3, K3 
 

to produce this part PSE report: 
 

Jane is a pleasant, easy-going pupil who has enjoyed many aspects of her work this year. 
She is conscientious and hardworking and keen to do her best. Her progress has been 
excellent in all aspects of the curriculum. She is a very well behaved pupil and always acts in 
a sensible manner. 
 
Jane has a good overall attitude and approaches everything in a positive manner. She is most 
attentive in class showing excellent concentration. She has become more self assured and 
outgoing and has steadily gained in confidence. She is well-organised and is always correctly 
equipped for each day. 
 
Jane's attendance has been good with some explained absences. She is sometimes late and 
she must aim to be always punctual. 
 
This is a wonderful report for Jane and she must make sure that this excellent progress 
continues next year. 

DFE
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Personal and Social Development Part Comment Bank 
 

A1. <Name> is a pleasant, easy-going pupil who has enjoyed many aspects of <his/her> work 
this year. 
A2. <Name> is a quiet and reserved pupil who has benefited much from this year's work. 
A3. <Name> is a boisterous pupil who has been happy in <his/her> work this year. 
B1. <He/She> makes every effort to try hard and settles down immediately to do <his/her> 
work. 
B2. <He/She> is conscientious and hardworking and keen to do <his/her> best. 
B3. <He/She> lacks commitment and effort and should become more self-motivated to do 
work. 
C1. <His/Her> progress has been excellent in all aspects of the curriculum. 
C2. <His/Her> progress has been steady throughout the curriculum. 
C3. <His/Her> progress has been limited throughout the curriculum. 
D1. <He/She> is a very well behaved pupil and always acts in a sensible manner. 
D2. <His/Her> behaviour is usually acceptable but there are occasions when <he/she> needs 
to be reminded to behave better. 
D3. There are times when <his/her> behaviour is not acceptable and noticeable improvement 
is essential. 
E1. <Name> has a good overall attitude and approaches everything in a positive manner. 
E2. <Name>'s approach to work is not always positive and <he/she> presents a varying 
attitude. 
E3. <Name>'s approach can be far from positive and <he/she> presents a poor attitude. 
F1. <He/She> is most attentive in class showing excellent concentration. 
F2. <He/She> is improving <his/her> ability to concentrate. 
F3. <He/She> has a tendency to day-dream when <he/she> should be working. 
G1. <Name> is gaining in maturity and has steadily gained in confidence. 
G2. <Name> has become more self assured and outgoing and has steadily gained in 
confidence. 
G3. <Name> has not yet developed enough self-confidence to work independently and needs 
to gain in confidence. 
H1. <He/She> is well-organised and is always correctly equipped for each day. 
H2. <He/She> lacks organisation and often does not have the correct equipment in school. 
I1. <Name>'s attendance has been excellent with very few or no absences. 
I2. <Name>'s attendance has been good with some explained absences. 
I3. <Name>'s attendance is fair with many explained absences. 
I4. There have been some absences still unexplained. 
I5. There have been many unexplained absences. 
I6. <Name>'s attendance is poor giving serious cause for concern. 
J1. <He/She> is always late and this gives serious cause for concern. 
J2. <He/She> is often late and <he/she> must aim to be more punctual. 
J3. <His/Her> lateness is becoming too regular and <he/she> must aim to be more punctual. 
J4. <He/She> is sometimes late and <he/she> must aim to be always punctual. 
J5. <He/She> is usually punctual. 
J6. <He/She> is always punctual. 
K1. <Name> has been set targets in all aspects of <his/her> work and should make every 
effort to accomplish these. 
K2. <Name> should make every effort to improve <his/her> behaviour and show a positive 
attitude in all <he/she> does. 
K3. This is a wonderful report for <name> and <he/she> must make sure that this excellent 
progress continues next year. 
K4. This is a good report for <name> and <he/she> must make sure that steady progress 
continues next year. 


